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1 WELCOME
This manual describes the installation and usage of DicomViewerFX™, a Radiological Image Volume
Viewer with Integrated PATLAK Analysis.
DicomViewerFX™ is currently only available as a beta-release and is subject to frequent changes,
therefore while every effort has been made to keep this documentation as current as possible, the
actual version of the program which has been distributed to you may be more current than the
description provided in this document. If you should encounter such a discrepancy, please don’t hesitate
to contact the authors with your comments or questions at iratlab@jhmi.edu.
We appreciate your willingness to beta-test DicomViewerFX™ and welcome any and all feedback with
respect to your experience using DicomViewerFX™, from issues related to installation and/or
documentation, to usage or feature requests. All comments should be directed to us via e-mail at
iratlab@jhmi.edu.
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2 DISCLAIMER
DicomViewerFX™ is a beta-release product. The use of DicomViewerFX™ is intended for research
purposes only, and the software is provided AS IS without any express or implied warranty. The Johns
Hopkins University makes no warranty or representation about the suitability of the software for any
reason.
The Johns Hopkins University shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, special or consequential
damages resulting from the loss of use, or data, or projects arising out of or in conjunction with the use
or performance of this software.
The Johns Hopkins University cannot give support for this software.
It is expected that academic usage of this software will be acknowledged in publications. Questions with
respect to support, installation, other types of usage and other aspects related to the software should
be directed to the authors at iratlab@jhmi.edu.
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4 PRE-REQUISITES
4.1 CLIENT COMPUTER
The DicomViewerFX™ program has been written in the Java programming language and, as such, can
theoretically run on any computing platform for which a valid Java Virtual Machine (VM) exists. At this
time we have only tested DicomViewerFX™ on the Microsoft Windows (7 - 10) platforms. Any feedback
on your use of DicomViewerFX™ on alternative platforms would be most welcome.
DicomViewerFX™ runs best when executed in a 64-bit operating environment. It will run on a 32-bit
platform but will be constrained by the memory limitations imposed by a 32-bit Java virtual machine. In
addition, much of the computationally intense code in DicomViewerFX™ is written to take advantage of
a multi-core processor. The default operating mode of DicomViewerFX™ is to take advantage of any
multi-processing abilities provided by the host processor, though this capability can be disabled by the
user. For performance reasons, we recommend you don’t disable this feature unless you experience
runtime errors associated with multi-threading.

4.2 DATABASE
DicomViewerFX™ works best when it is able to communicate with a database system for both input (and
soon output). With respect to input, DicomViewerFX™ can be connected to a DICOM archive (see next
sub-section) for navigation and retrieval of image data. This connection is mediated by DicomViewerFX™
communicating directly with the back-end database of the DICOM archive. With respect to future
output, DicomViewerFX™ will be able to store the results of its processing into a user-selectable
database. This then allows the user to either use the supplied default reporting template for reporting of
results or to develop their own SQL based reporting template which may be more suitable to the user’s
own needs.
The database system currently supported by DicomViewerFX™ is the community version of the Oracle
MySQL database. It is available for free download at:
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/windows/installer/.
At this time, there are no additional data management tools provided within DicomViewerFX™ directly,
though the download package from Oracle for MySQL includes a robust set of administrator tools for
managing your databases.

4.3 DICOM ARCHIVE
DicomViewerFX™ is able to query and retrieve image data associated with a shareware DICOM archive
called conQuest. It is available for download at: http://ingenium.home.xs4all.nl/dicom.html. When
conQuest is installed and configured to use the MySQL database (Section 4.2 above), DicomViewerFX™ is
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able to query and retrieve image data directly from its database. This allows the user to configure their
DicomViewerFX™ workstation as a DICOM node to which their image data can be sent directly. The user
can also use the conQuest interface to query and retrieve data from other DICOM nodes (though this
capability is not provided from directly within DicomViewerFX™ at this time).

4.4 DICOMVIEWERFX™ DOWNLOAD
4.4.1 SFTP Download client
In order to access our server, you will need an FTP client which is able to use the SFTP protocol (SFTP
over port 22). We have found that, at least for Windows-platform computers, the simplest and cheapest
(free!) software for SFTP file transfers is the ‘WinSCP’ package. It can be downloaded from a variety of
shareware/freeware sites. The direct site for downloaded is: http://www.winscp.net. From this home
page, you can navigate to the appropriate download page to download the ‘WinSCP’ installer which is
appropriate for your computer. After downloading the appropriate installer, run it to install ‘WinSCP’ on
your computer.
4.4.2 FTP Address and User Account Credentials
A single read-only anonymous account has been created on the DicomViewerFX™ server for
downloading of the software. The address and credentials for access this account are as follows:
Host name:
User name:
Password:

iratlab.rad.jhmi.edu (162.129.241.88)
jhpatlak
<user e-mail>

4.4.3 WinSCP Sesson Configuration
If you have installed WinSCP using the default settings, upon launching the program for the first time
you will be presented with a screen that look like Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4-1 WinSCP Initial Startup Screen

To create a session for connecting to the DicomViewerFX™ server, press the ‘New’ button (A). This will
change the right side of the screen and allow you to enter the client settings provided in section 4.4.2 in
order to create your session for connecting to the DicomViewerFX™ server.
Except for the ‘File Protocol’ entry (A), and the ‘Port number’ (C), the other key fields will be empty.

Figure 4-2 WinSCP DicomViewerFX™ Session Configuration

Complete the ‘Host name’ (B), ‘User name’ (D) and ‘Password’ (E) fields using the information provided
in section 4.4.2 above. One you have configured the session, click ‘Save’ (F) if you wish to store this
information for simple access in the future, otherwise you can click ‘Login’ (G) if you just wish to connect
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directly without saving the connection configuration. If you decide to ‘Save’ the configuration, you will
be given a default name and the option of whether you should save the password or not. The
recommendation is to not save the password.
4.4.4 First Connection
The first time you attempt to connect with the server, you will be prompted with a ‘Warning’ dialog
telling you that the ‘Server’s host key was not found in the cache.’ This means that this is the first time
you have attempted to connect with this server and that a secure communication has not yet been
established. You can trust this host and continue the login procedure by clicking ‘Yes’.

Figure 4-3 WinSCP Warning Host Key Missing

You will now login to the site and proceed to the main session window where you can select files for
downloading to your system.
4.4.5 Server site navigation
The server site may differ somewhat from the description provided in this document, but the
functionality should be similar. The left side of the screen lists the default directory on your system,
whereas the right side of the screen lists the default directory of the DicomViewerFX™ server. Figure 4-4
illustrates the typical presentation after a successful login.
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Figure 4-4 WinSCP Main Window after Login

Notice that the left panel (A) is a listing of the default directory on the user’s computer to which any
transferred files will be saved. The right panel (B) is the directory listing of the root directory on the
server. The subdirectories are named by version release, you will want to choose the highest version for
your download. You can enter the directory by double-clicking the folder name.

Figure 4-5 Specific Version Subdirectory

Once you have entered the subdirectory for the version you wish to download (Figure 4-5), you will see
two directories: ‘bin’ and ‘docs’. Within the ‘bin’ directory (which refers to binaries, or the executable
program files), you will see ‘jar’ and ‘Windows-64Bit’ directories. These subdirectories contain different
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installation files for DicomViewerFX™. The subdirectory named ‘jar’ contains a single, executable file
named ‘dicomviewerfx.jar’. Running this file requires that your computer already have an appropriate
Java virtual machine (currently version 8) installed. The ‘Windows_64Bit’ folder contains two different
installers which can be used on a 64-bit Windows computer (an ‘exe’ file or an ‘msi’ file) and which
contain a bundled Java virtual machine within the installation package.
Within the ‘docs’ folder you will find the most current verson of the user documentation (this file).
If you are familiar with Java you can install the ‘jar’ file. If you are not sure if your computer already has
Java installed, or aren’t sure if it is the correct version, you can install one of the packaged versions
provided in the ‘Windows_64Bit’ directory.
4.4.6 Installation
Remember the name of the file you downloaded (either ‘install.exe’ or ‘dicomviewerfx.jar’) and the
location in which this file was saved.
4.4.6.1 Windows installation
If you downloaded one of the Windows-based installer, just run the installer file and the appropriate
directories and shortcuts will be created for you. The Windows-based installers have an embedded
switch which requests 12GB of RAM memory be allocated to the embedded Java virtual machine at
runtime to guarantee enough memory is available to the program for most typical runtime scenerios. If
you find you are having difficulties please contact the author (iratlab@jhmi.edu) for support assistance,
or you can try using the JAR version, described below.
4.4.6.2 JAR installation
If you are familiar with Java and decide to use the standalone ‘dicomviewerfx.jar’ file, you should create
an appropriate directory for it and copy it to that directory. You may then want to make a shortcut to
the file to save to your startup menu or desktop.
When using the JAR version, you can manually control the parameters which govern the Java Virtual
Machine environment in which the program will run. If you just run the program directly, either by
double-clicking the ‘dicomviewerfx.jar’ file, or using the command line with no options (java -jar
dicomviewerfx.jar), the Java Virtual Machine environment will use its default settings for your machine.
Depending on the amount of memory, etc., on your machine those settings may or may not be
adequate for your needs. This is described more below in section 5.3.
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5 INSTALLATION
5.1 DATABASE SERVER
You must first download the database components from
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/windows/installer/.

Figure 5-1 MySQL download web page

Please note, the above web page, as well as all subsequent screenshots describing third-party
components, may appear different to those presented in this document as the components may have
been updated by the respective owners following the preparation of this manual. The installation
process, however, should be similar enough that this guidance should suffice in taking you through a
successful installation.
As stated on the download web page, the installer is a 32-bit program but will install either the 32-bit or
64-bit version of the database system depending on the architecture of your computer.
After selecting a download option, you will be presented with a File Download – Security Warning dialog
box. You can choose to either directly run the download or to save the download to the file system.
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Figure 5-2 File Download Security Warning

Whether you run the file directly, or save to disk and run later, does not matter. However, once you
begin the process you may be prompted to install pre-requisite components, such as ‘Microsoft .NET
Framework 4’, etc. (Figure 5-3).

Figure 5-3 Pre-requisite Prompt

Proceed to install the pre-requisite components if so prompted. Once all the required pre-requisites
have been installed, run the MySQL installer again. You will be presented with a dialog box similar to the
one below:

Figure 5-4 MySQL Installer
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Select the Install MySQL Products link to continue. Accept the license agreement and accept the online
check for updates. When presented with the Setup Type dialog (Figure 5-5), select either the Developer
Default or Full installation types.

Figure 5-5 MySQL Setup Type Dialog

It is easiest to just accept the default settings for the location of the database files. Once you’ve
accepted a type of setup to perform, click Next to proceed. You may or may not be presented with
additional pre-requisite requirements. One you have installed any additional pre-requisites, you can
continue the installation by selecting the Execute button.
After you have met all the system requirements you will be presented with an Installation Progress
dialog (Figure 5-6).

Figure 5-6 MySQL Installation Installer Progress
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Select Execute to begin the download and installation process. If at first you downloaded the complete
package and not just the internet installer package, your dialog may look a bit different, though the
packages to be installed will be similar.
Once the packages have installed, you will need to configure the database. You will do this in the MySQL
Server Configuration dialog (Figure 5-7). It is easiest to just accept the default options (though make sure
to note the TCP/IP port number on which the server is run, the default of which is 3306). During this
process you will assign a root password for the database. Please remember this password as you will
need it to allow both the DICOM server and DicomViewerFX™ to connect with the system.

Figure 5-7 MySQL Installer Server Configuration

Best practices would require that you create a user account for the DICOM server and the
DicomViewerFX™ application. If you decide to use non-root accounts for these applications, you will
need to make sure that they are created with DB Admin roles so that they have the authority to create
databases on the server. Accept the default settings for the remaining setup screen and complete the
system configuration.

5.2 DICOM ARCHIVE
The conQuest DICOM server can be downloaded from http://ingenium.home.xs4all.nl/dicom.html.
Multiple packages and configurations of the DICOM archive will be available for download. You should
choose the ‘complete’ system, named ‘dicomserver####.zip’ (where ‘####’ refers to the current version,
which at the time of the writing of this manual is ‘1419’, though the following descriptions were
generated using version ‘1417’). Download this zip file (or for Linux the tar file) to your computer and
then extract the contents of this archive file. Be sure to select a location for the extracted files which has
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plenty of disk space as the image files sent to this archive will be stored in a subdirectory of this target
destination.
!!!Note: The installation described below is specific for a Windows computer based installation. You can
also install the ‘conQuest’ archive on a Linux computer, though the process is a bit different and the
details of a Linux installation are not provided here. However, system configuration differences are
provided below.
The configuration is fairly straightforward. After extracting the contents of the downloaded archive file,
you will find the executable file named ConquestDICOMServer.exe. This is the user-interface for the
DICOM server system. Run this program. When you run this program for the first time you will be
possibly be presented with both security and Windows Firewall dialog boxes. Progress through these
dialog boxes by answering in the affirmative, including allowing access through the firewall (if one is
installed and running).
After you have proceeded through these dialogs, you will be presented with a New Installation dialog
(Figure 5-8) in which you will have to choose the underlying database type for the system.

Figure 5-8 ConQuest DICOM Server DB Installer

!!! IMPORTANT: Be sure to select ‘Native MySQL driver’! Upon doing so, you will be presented with the
main archive user-interface (Figure 5-9).
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Figure 5-9 ConQuest DICOM Server Configuration

From this screen you can select the remaining user options and start the archive server.
!!! NOTE: It is important to remember to NOT enable image compression for this archive.
DicomViewerFX™ must have access to the image data in non-compressed form!!!
In the installation directory you will find a more detailed description of the installation and usage of this
system in a file named windowsmanual.pdf, however the following brief description will get you started.
!!!Note: There is also a linuxmanual.pdf file, however it only covers the installation process for Linux
based systems and not the entirety of the configuration issues discussed in the “windowsmanual.pdf”.
For Linux based installations, both manuals should be referenced.
You can change the AE Title of the archive to one of your choosing, providing it is limited to 16
characters and does not include spaces or special characters. You can also select the TCP/IP port of your
choosing as long as it does not interfere with any other network services running on your system. A
common desktop DICOM port setting is 104. You may want to consult with your local PACS
administrator for network and client DICOM node configurations.
Once you have set the AE Title and TCP/IP port press the Save Configuration button. This will install the
back-end DICOM server and may result in an additional Windows Firewall security dialog. As before,
allow the application to access the network.
The dialog will now change to the Installation page (Figure 5-10). On this page you will create and test
your archive’s database.
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Figure 5-10 ConQuest DICOM Server Installation

You will first verify that the network installation is working properly by selecting Verify TCP/IP
installation’. Next you will create the database by selecting Make MySQL database. You will be asked to
confirm the creation of a database, to which you will reply Yes. You will then give the database a name.
You can accept the default (CONQUEST) or select your own.
!!! NOTE: Remember this name for later configuration of DicomViewerFX™.
After providing a name you will be asked for the root password of the MySQL server which you specified
during the MySQL installation. If you entered a valid name and password, the create database process
should have completed successfully and a message stating so should appear in the log window within
the dialog box. To verify the database installation press the Verify database installation button. The log
window should report a successful test of the database. To complete the process, you can re-initialize
the database by selecting the (Re)-initialize database button. You may get error messages the first time
you attempt this and, if you do, just try a second time. If it is not successful on a second attempt then
you most likely have a configuration problem. Refer to the DICOM.INI configuration section (Section
5.2.1 below) for possible solutions. At this time you should have an active DICOM archive running on
your system. The database may be pre-populated with an example study.
You can connect your archive to other DICOM nodes from within the Known DICOM providers tab. You
can also access the database for management purposes from the Browse database tab, and DICOM
Query/Retrieve functions from the Query/Move tab. Please consult the conQuest documentation and
your local PACS administrator for configuring connectivity to additional DICOM nodes.
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!!! NOTE: It is important to remember to NOT enable image compression when configuring DICOM nodes
in this archive. DicomViewerFX™ must have access to the image data in non-compressed DICOM Part 10
format!!!
5.2.1 DICOM.INI Configuration
The main configuration file for the conQuest DICOM archive is a text file named DICOM.INI. It is
automatically generated during the installation with default settings which may need to be changed to
work properly with DicomViewerFX™. On Windows based systems, many of these edits are
accomplished through the user interface (Section 5.2 above). However, not all changes can be made
through the user interface, and on Linux systems all changes must be made manually. Those changes are
described below:
5.2.1.1 Network Configuration
In the Network Configuration section (Figure 5-11) of the DICOM.INI file, you will want to confirm both
the AE Title ( ) and the DICOM Port ( ) settings for your archive.

Figure 5-11 DICOM.INI Network Configuration

5.2.1.2 MySQL Database Configuration:
In the MySQL Configuration section (Figure 5-12), you will want to confirm the network location of the
MySQL server ( ). If the archive is running on the same machine as the database, then the localhost
setting is appropriate, otherwise a valid TCP/IP address is required. Next is the name of the MySQL
database which has been established for conQuest ( ). The user name ( ) and password ( ) for an
account with appropriate permission to access and write to the database are set. Finally, a flag to tell
the system that the database type is MySQL ( ) should be set to 1 (meaning true) and a configuration
setting for how to handle Back slash (‘\’) characters in strings passed to the database ( ) should also be
set to 1.

Figure 5-12 DICOM.INI MySQL Configuration
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5.2.1.3 General Database Configuration
In the Configure Database section (Figure 5-13), there is one setting that requires manually editing. This
setting – FileNameSyntax - provides the syntax format which the archive should use when it saves
received DICOM image files to the storage device. The preferred syntax to use is provided for Windows
( ) and Linux ( ). The specified format is recommended but not required, though it is a requirement that
the image files be stored in a DICOM Part 10 format and not in one of the alternative compressed
formats which are also available to the conQuest archive.
!!!Note: DicomViewerFX™ will not be able to read compressed DICOM files!!!

Figure 5-13 DICOM.INI Database Configuration

5.2.1.4 Image Storage Configuration
The last configuration section of DICOM.INI which requires manual attention is the setting which
established the directory in which the received DICOM images are to be stored (Figure 5-14). This is the
MAGDevice0 setting ( ). In the example provided here, syntax for a Windows hosted installation is
provided. If you are installing conQuest on a Linux based machine, make sure that you use appropriate
syntax (i.e. forward slash ‘/’ instead of back slash ‘\’) when constructing your path. Remember this
setting as it you will need it when configuring DicomViewerFX™ to retrieve images from your archive.

Figure 5-14 DICOM.INI Image Storage Configuration

5.2.2 ACRNEMA.MAP Configuration
The configuration file ACRNEMA.MAP (Figure 5-15) contains the information needed to establish
communications between your archive and other DICOM devices.
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Figure 5-15 ACRNEMA.MAP Configuration

The first non-commented row in the file is an entry which identifies itself ( ), all additional rows identify
connected systems ( ). Each entry contains four (4) elements: The AE Title of the device ( ), the network
address of the device ( ), the network port on which the DICOM service is running ( ), and the type of
compression which is used ( ). It is important that the Compression field ( ) be set to ‘un’
(uncompressed) for all entries, as DicomViewerFX™ is unable to read compressed images.
Your system is now ready to receive images!

5.3 DICOMVIEWERFX™
DicomViewerFX™ is written in the Java (version 8) language with Java-FX extensions. It should run on
most any computing platform on which an appropriate Java Virtual Machine is already installed.
DicomViewerFX™ is distributed as a standalone executable JAR file. It can be run on most systems simply
by clicking the ‘dicomviewerfx.jar’ file icon from the file manager. For more control over memory
allocation and other optional settings for the virtual machine runtime environment, it can also be
executed from the command-line as such:
<drive>:\<folder>\java -jar [-options] dicomviewerfx.jar
DicomViewerFX™ may require significant amount of memory when running, depending on the datasets
loaded by the user. It is not atypical for the system to require up to 16GB of RAM to properly function
when loaded with a 15-timepoint whole-body PET/CT exam. As such, the machine on which
DicomViewerFX™ is installed and run must be equipped with enough memory to host such a runtime
environment. In addition, the Java Virtual Machine runtime environment may need to be manually
configured to maximize the resources available to DicomViewerFX™. As an example, on a 24GB RAM
equipped computer, to guarantee that 16GB of RAM is available to DicomViewerFX™, the user may
execute the program from the command-line in the following fashion:
<drive>:\<folder>\java -jar -Xmx16G dicomviewerfx.jar
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This will require that the Java Virtual Machine environment reserves 16Gb of RAM memory when
executing DicomViewerFX™. If 16Gb of RAM is not available to the virtual machine, then the virtual
machine creation will fail and the error will be reported to the user.
You must agree to the Terms of Use each time you launch the DicomViewerFX™ program.

Figure 5-16 Terms of Use

After you agree to the Terms of Use, the dialog will clear and the main application window of
DicomViewerFX™ will appear:
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Figure 5-17 DicomViewerFX™ Main Application Window

You are now running DicomViewerFX™!
5.3.1 Configuration
While you can run DicomViewerFX™ directly at this point, to make the experience of loading and saving
data easier, there are a few configuration options which the user may want to make at this point.
Note: The program will automatically save user configuration options if the user exits the program
through the ‘File-Close’ menu. Settings will be saved to the ‘dicomviewerfx.properties’ file. This will allow
persistence of user configuration settings between program executions.
!!! IMPORTANT: If at any time you experience a failure of DicomViewerFX™ to start, especially following
an upgrade or re-install, please delete the dicomviewerfx.properties file and try again. There is a known
issue in which a corrupted or improperly formed dicomviewerfx.properties file can prevent the
application from launching.
5.3.2 DICOM Archive Connectivity
While image data can be loaded directly from the file system, the easiest and most convenient way to
access your PET data is by connecting to a locally installed DICOM archive (described in section 4.3
above). In order to connect with that system, you will need to know the name, password and SQL server
port number of the archive’s database.
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To enter these settings into DicomViewerFX™, select File→Load menu.

Figure 5-18 DicomViewerFX™ File - Load from DB Menu

You will be presented with a DICOM DB Query dialog box (Figure 5-19). From within this dialog you can
configure your connection to the archive database. It will appear empty at first.

Figure 5-19 DicomViewerFX™ DICOM DB Query Dialog

Clicking the DICOM Database Query Manager ribbon will open the configuration panel of the dialog box
(Figure 5-20).
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Figure 5-20 DicomViewerFX™ DICOM DB Query Options Setup

For connectivity via the MySQL database (the only one currently supported), select the
com.mysql.jdbc.Driver in the Driver drop down box. If the MySQL database is running on the same
machine as DicomViewerFX™ leave the host setting as localhost. If you did not change the MySQL port
setting during the configuration, leave it at the default setting of 3306. Enter the administrator user
name (root) and the password you assigned for the MySQL server, then press Connect. At this time, the
Database dropdown will populate with the names of the databases currently installed on your database
server (Figure 5-21).
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Figure 5-21 DicomViewerFX™ DICOM DB Query Configuration

There will be multiple entries even if you just installed the database for your DicomViewerFX™
installation and haven’t created anything beyond the DICOM archive database. Locate and select the
name of the database you created as part of the DICOM archive installation. In the example presented
here, the name is dicomviewerfx. Once you have selected your database you will need to tell
DicomViewerFX™ the directory within which the DICOM archive is storing the actual image files. Select
the Image Dir button to open a File Directory dialog box (Figure 5-22) and navigate to the directory in
which you installed the DICOM archive. Inside this directory you will find a subdirectory named data.
Select that directory and press Open.
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Figure 5-22 DicomViewerFXTM DICOM DB File Location Setting

The Image Dir text box will now be populated with the directory path to the image files stored in your
DICOM archive.

Figure 5-23 DicomViewerFX™ DICOM DB Query Dialog

The DICOM DB Query Dialog (Figure 5-23) allows you to quickly locate the study series you wish to load
by navigating the data presented in a Tree diagram ( ) organized in the following hierarchy: Patient
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Name → Study → Series. The data can be sorted at the root level by either Medical Record Number
(MRN) ( ) or by the patient’s last name ( ). The DICOM archive will store all valid DICOM data.
You can load most volumetric data, but it you want to load both emission and anatomical data, it is best
to use the File → Load command to load emission data first, and then use the File → Load Anatomy
command to load anatomical co-registered data.
Once a valid data set is selected, the user can proceed with loading the data by either double-clicking
the entry ( ) or pressing the Select button ( ). In addition, if loading a dynamic emission data set that is
composed of multiple, separate series, you can select multiple series by first checking the Aggregate
button ( ) and then using the ‘Ctrl’ key to selection the individual timepoints. This will tell the program
to treat these series as individual timepoints from a single study.
At this point, after setting some default settings, if you exit the program through the File → Close menu
sequence, DicomViewerFX™ will automatically save your user configuration settings to a file named
‘DicomViewerFX.properties’, which it will save in the default user directory. The next time start
DicomViewerFX™, these settings will automatically be loaded and your settings selected by default.
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6 TROUBLESHOOTING
6.1 FAILURE OF THE MAIN APPLICATION WINDOW TO APPEAR
If the main application fails to appear after attempting to run the program, the application properties
file (usually named autopercist.properties) may have been corrupted. This file should be deleted and
execution of DicomViewerFX™ re-attempted. The default directory for this file is the user’s home
directory.

6.2 MEMORY ERRORS
DicomViewerFX™ works best in a 64-bit environment with access to plenty of RAM memory. Memory is
usually not a concern when running on a 64-bit environment, but if you have deployed DicomViewerFX™
on a 32-bit environment with limited RAM memory, you may benefit by modifying the startup
configuration to guarantee a suitable amount of memory is available to the application (See section
4.4.6)
There are two types of memory which DicomViewerFX™ requires to successfully execute, HEAP and
STACK. The HEAP is the global memory pool for data objects (like images, bitmaps, etc.). The STACK is a
separate section of memory which is used by the application for temporary use as it performs its various
processes.

6.3 OTHER ERRORS
Other errors should be documented and, along with the appropriate data to replicate the problem (if
possible), sent to the author at iratlab@jhmi.edu. If the amount of data is too large to transmit via email, arrangements can be made for an FTP transfer.
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